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This reflection is inspired by Robin Richardson and Angela
Wood’s publication, Inclusive Schools, Inclusive Society. The
authors make connections between the way the school
curriculum accommodates diversity and the extent to which
the wider society embraces cultural differences as a resource
for citizenship on a local, national and global scale.

This article considers some implications of their case
where it can be applied to development education. Certain
assumptions embedded in development education are
questioned, including the acclaimed inclusive nature of the
process the model adopts. Richardson and Wood present a
curriculum strategy, attributable to the anti-racist agenda,
which offers development education a discourse and a means
to measure the consistency of its practice with its principles.

An education process which does not encompass a global
perspective is, by definition, exclusive. Development
education has been accepted by many as inclusive and an
attractive means to sustain the inter-dependent communities of
our global society. Practitioners continue to use it as a model
to promote the vision for social inclusion, not only in the way
communities choose to inter-relate, but also to assist the way
in which people conceptualise the power they have to make
those choices, for example, how consumers choose to make
collective choices in the light of particular knowledge of
economic arrangements, and other practical outworking, as
people and communities apply pragmatic solutions to the
global issues they encounter at the local level. However, the
development education model must be challenged in the same
way that development education itself challenges traditional
educational content. As we know, the model is not value free.
It has a history of beliefs, ideas and attitudes based on biased
economic and political interests. It is as important to question
the driving force behind the conviction, motivation and stance
of development education practitioners as it is to examine the
level of the participants’ engagement in any given
development education activity. Who gains what from a
development education partnership or a project? Is the
experience of the different cultures and different ethnic groups
apportioned the same value and status? Is development
education always as inclusive as it purports to be?

Much of what is considered as development education is
contextualised in a world view which did not originate in the
South. Communities in the South often have development
education ‘done’ to them or on their behalf. Development
education can be easily packaged and delivered with a donor
mentality. Consequently, the very attitudes and values which
development education seeks to eliminate can be inadvertently

reinforced. Effective development education must seek to
create a union of opposites in an environment where pluralism
and diversity are accommodated and celebrated, thereby
promoting lifelong learning which actively engages learners in
the exploration of differences in the interest of the global
community.

Education for global citizenship cannot ignore the identity,
history and aspirations of the learners. Does the curriculum
make the global knowledge accessible to everyone and does it
foster an inclusive world view? The concept of global
citizenship is threatening for those whose sense of being is
based on notions of exclusiveness. The role of the school
curriculum in the acquisition of requisites for social inclusion,
such as self-confidence and political awareness, remains a
dominant theme in deliberations about social inclusiveness or
exclusiveness. Richardson and Wood quote Doreen Lawrence:

The curriculum that is taught in schools needs to
incorporate each individual child’s background, to give
them self-worth and for them to have pride in whom they
are. Black history classes are important for all of us. It is
our different backgrounds that separate us and by bringing
children together in the classroom, we lay the foundations
for a better future for all children in the country.

Opportunities for mutual listening and respect, questioning
and revising our interpretation of the world are vital for the
development of critical consciousness, self-respect and
ultimately the willingness and competence to embrace the role
of active citizenship.

A challenge for our time is for communities of learners to
participate in an education process which enables development
based on relationships grounded in mutual respect. This
process of education relies on approaches whereby both the
hidden and the visible agendas enable sustainable personal and
social development. That is sustainable development at the
three levels – local, national and international – of personal
consciousness and social participation: across the social,
spiritual, cultural, environmental, political and economic
domains. The curriculum provides an invaluable place where
personal and collective experience can be scrutinised and in so
doing transform consciousness and the social order.

School exclusion and social exclusion
Renowned writers in the field, Richardson and Wood reinforce
the case for the centrality of race and identity on the agenda of
the school curriculum and resources. The book examines how
the procedures, practices and culture of schools position Black
and ethnic minority learners on the margins of society,

Is development education always inclusive?

Social exclusion is not unrelated to the literal exclusion of pupils from schools and both have some basis in racism.
Phyllis Thompson suggests that development education examine its own practices to make sure that it is not only
promoting equality but that it is not unwittingly contributing to institutional racism.



otherwise defined by the Macpherson Report as ‘The
collective failure of an organisation to provide an appropriate
and professional service to people because of their colour,
culture, or ethnic origin.’ 

Richardson and Wood’s argument highlights the link
between school exclusion and social exclusion and promotes
the broader aims and objectives of education for global
citizenship. The material and evidence they use bring the
rhetoric of the official dream into sharp contrast with that of
the Black and ethnic minorities actual experience of school
and society. They quote the UK Submission to the UN
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination:

It is a fundamental objective of the United Kingdom
Government to enable members of ethnic minorities to
participate freely and fully in the economic, social and
public life of the nation, with all the benefits and
responsibilities which that entails, while still being able to
maintain their own culture, traditions, language and
values. Government action is directed towards addressing
problems of discrimination and disadvantage which prevent
members of ethnic minorities from fulfilling their potential
as full members of British society. 

The exclusion rate of African and Caribbean children, boys in
particular, is greater than that of their white peers. Of course,
many teachers will argue that exclusion is to do with the
removal of problem pupils from the classroom and which
responsible person would not choose to support this argument
in the interest of those who want to learn? However, when the
‘problem’ is evidently associated with the child’s response to
his/her experience of racist victimisation then clearly other
questions and solutions need to be explored.

Richardson and Wood offer some curriculum models and
strategies to engage teachers and learners in a greater level of
anti-racist awareness and inclusive classroom methods. They
are convinced that ‘every curriculum subject’ has the potential
to facilitate learning about ‘the nature of racism, and about the
principal actions and measures required to build greater racial
justice.’ The school curriculum is identified as a crucial entity
in the inclusion or exclusion of people in communities and the
wider society. Richardson and Wood list five overarching
themes for building greater racial justice. These themes
resonate with much of the underlying aims and objectives of
development education and could serve as a useful checklist
for current practice in our local, national or global multi-
cultural community.

• The world in general, and Britain in particular, contains
much cultural, ethnic and religious diversity.

• Underlying the diversity, all human beings have in
common certain basic values, aspirations and needs.

• Excellence is to be found in all cultures and traditions,
not only in ‘the West’.

• There has been much borrowing, mingling, and mutual
influence over centuries between different countries and
cultural traditions.

• The building of justice, including racial justice, within
and between countries and communities, is of
fundamental importance.

Education for racial justice and development education
present visions of a better world. Both perspectives are
intrinsically related but much can be learnt to improve practice
with reference to inclusiveness when the agendas are isolated.
When the ‘race agenda’ becomes secondary to ‘development
education’ or is taken as given, there is the danger of omitting
significant dimensions and manifestations of racism, which
creates forms of exclusion in school and society.

Ashok Ohri (1997) argues that: ‘Development education
has in the past all too often been associated with cultural
understanding and ignored the changing dynamics of cultures
and ethnicities.’ He is emphatic in his view that:
‘Development education work needs to recognise the diversity
that exists within the UK.’ … ‘We need to look at setting a
new agenda,’ he concludes, ‘which brings black and ethnic
minority people in from the margins and makes them central
to the development and delivery of development education.’

Black parents, children and educators have considered and
informed views about the curriculum based on the wealth of
their experience. Strong partnerships between development
education workers and the Black and ethnic students, parents
and teachers to promote curriculum policies and practices for
sustainable development is a strategy worth pursuing for
building solidarity with the South at home and abroad. The
Black experience and the Black perspective change as people
and society change to meet the demands they encounter. The
Black perspective, therefore, is not a fixed entity and requires
frequent revisiting and reviews in the light of social
inclusiveness and the practice of development education.

Cultural diversity and the anti-racist agenda are clearly as
important now as before in the purposes of development
education, particularly in the interest of greater and authentic
inclusiveness in post-colonial Britain. A truly inclusive society
is one with a culture that enables the collective identity,
history and aspiration of its communities to inform and
challenge its agendas. The school is recognised as a site of
opportunity and resistance in this process and is therefore
regarded as a significant place for development education
practitioners to appraise and challenge the lived experience as
well as the levels of consciousness of social inclusion.

The DEA continues to seek opportunities to support and
promote new alliances, new points of intervention, new
discourses and collaborative initiatives amongst members to
forward the vision of sustainable development in the Southern
and Northern places of our global realities.

� Phyllis Thompson is Education and Training
Manager of the DEA.
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